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Concept

TheSize was founded in 2009 with the objective of creating a new material category 
suitable for exterior and interior construction: kitchen and bath countertops, furnishings, 
fooring and facades. 

Neolith is the name of its product (a term meaning “new stone”). The sintered compact 
surface that provides an innovative response to the most demanding needs of the 
architectural and interior design market.

Neolith combines the best natural raw materials with state-of-the-art technology to 
create a high-tech slab.
Neolith is a pioneer brand, providing a high-tech, versatile architectural solution with 
avant-garde properties. 

Neolith signifes the start of a new era in the architecture and interior design world, an era 
of Neo-thinking, of Neo-designing, Neo- creating … a NEOLITH era.

Location

TheSize is headquartered Almazora (Castellón), Spain. A strategic geographic location 

internationally recognized as one of the most important ceramic sectors in the world. 

Its headquarters is co-located with a manufacturing facility featuring the most advanced 

industrial technology and machinery in existence. 

Neolith products are currently available in 60 countries through a worldwide distribution 

network.

Neolith by TheSize
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3.200 x 1.500 mm
125” x 59”

3.600 x 1.200 mm

144” x 48”

1.200 x 1.200 mm

48” x 48”

1.200 x

600 mm

48” x 24”

600 x 

600 mm

24” x 24”

600 x 

300 mm

24” x 12”
12 mm

1/2“

NEW

3 / 5 mm
1/8” / 3/16”

Neolith, the largest sintered compact surface in the market.

NEW FORMAT

A new size of 3,200 x 1,500 mm (125” x 59”), which is complementary to the existing 3,600 x 1,200 mm (144” x 48”) format, has been designed in

order to better utilize the slab, especially in the manufacturing of kitchen and bathroom countertops. Also available in custom sizes.

Formats
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The new format and thickness is created through TheSize’s Sinterization Technology. This process exposes minerals and other raw materials to extremely high 

pressure and temperature (more than 1200 degrees Celsius/2200 degreesFahrenheit). 

The process gives the product outstanding physical and mechanical properties in terms of compaction, resistance and durability. Eliminating the need for laminate 

assembling, the upgraded Sinterization process improves overall aesthetics and durability of the slab. The upgraded Sinterization technology is made possible through 

a recent expansion of TheSize’s production facilities.

The range of thickness is determined in 
function of the specific use of the pieces. 

3 mm (1/8”) thickness, specially used for 
claddings and furniture. This thickness is ideal 
for refurbishment projects. Being so thin, it 
can be placed directly on the existing surface 
without the need to extract, helping to reduce
project execution times, costs and waste in 
landfills.

5 mm (3/16”) & 6 mm (1/4”) thickness, for use 
in flooring (both indoors and outdoors) and 
facades.

12 mm (1/2”) thickness for countertops.
Neolith’s former 10 mm thickness is being 
replaced for a new and improved 12 mm. 
This new thickness provides better technical 
qualities and greater resistance.

3 mm
1/8”

5 mm
3/16”

12 mm
1/2”NEW

Thicknesses

6 mm
1/4”

NEW

3+3 mm

3+3+3 mm

5+3 mm

5+5 mm
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Neolith’s product is 100% natural, composed of raw materials —clays, feldspar, 
silica and natural mineral oxides— and is recyclable.

Neolith has near-zero porosity, making the product hygienic, stain resistant, 
easy to clean and impervious to chemicals.

The product is also wear, scratch, heat resistant and its colors, because they are 
all-natural, do not vary when exposed to UV rays.

Additionally, the product is lightweight and easy to install, making Neolith
suitable for virtually every indoor and outdoor home surface.

100% Natural

Lightweight

Waterproof

Hygienic

Resistant to scratches

Resistant to fire

It does not give off any substances that are 
harmful to the environment

Totally suitable for contact with food

To fire and high temperatures

Only 7kg/m2 (166 lb/sqf) in the 3mm (1/8”) slab

Absorption level of almost zero

100% Recyclable

Easy to clean

To scratches, abrasion, wear and tear

Resistant to any kind of chemical cleaning agent

Properties
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Classtone is the latest collection launched by Neolith.                             

A sophisticated conception of marble.

The connection between past, present and future that 

combines thes classicism and the elegance of marble with 

the revolutionary technology NDD (Neolith Digital Design). 

An innovative decoration digital technique which increases 

the design options of the product.

Pulpis, Marfil, Estatuario and Marquina are the warm and 

intense colors that compose the new collection, applicable 

for both floors and walls as for countertops and bathrooms.

Estatuario

MarfilPulpis

Classtone Collection
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New Finishes 

Estatuario E01 Estatuario E02 Estatuario E03

Estatuario E01R Estatuario E02R Estatuario E03R

Estatuario model (Classtone Collection) available in 3 different models with their respective 

Bookmatch (referenced with an R) and with 2 different finishes, Satin and the new Riverwashed  

This makes a total of 12 different options of the same model, that might be ordered starting in 

February.

Available for being ordered in 3.200 x 1.500 mm (125” x 59”) and 12 mm (1/2”). 6 mm (1/4”) thick 

will be available soon in the same format.

Estatuario E03R

Novelties
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Neolith joins a new model to its Fusion Collection: Beton.

Inspired by materials with high architectural value, like concrete, 
it increases the design possibilities as well as in interior design 
like in wide open spaces. Beton highlights atmospheres giving 
them a subtle industrial style. An ideal model for being integrated 
with other elements like wood, marble or metal.

Now available in large format (3.200 x 1.500 mm (125” x 59”)) 
and in 12 mm thick (1/2”). 6 mm (1/4”) coming soon. 

This new color is available in Satin and Riverwashed finish. 

Marfil and Pulpis models (Classtone Collection), available in Satin 
finish. 

In 3.200 x 1.500 mm (125” x 59”) and 12 mm (1/2”). 6 mm (1/4”) 
thick will be available soon in the same format.

www.neolith.com

Detalle Marfil

Marfil DetallMarfil

Pulpis Detall
Pulpis

Beton DetallBeton

Novelties
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Color Range

Arctic White

Nieve

Avorio

Perla

Humo

Moka

Chocolate

Nero

Cobalto

Arancio

Mela

Timber Ice

Timber Ash

Timber Oak

Timber Night

Textil White

Textil White

Textil Black

Beton

Phedra

Cement

Lava

Basalt Grey

Basalt Black

Belgian Blue

Barro

Basalt Beige

Arena

Iron Grey

Estatuario

Iron Moss

Marfil

Pulpis

Iron Corten

Iron Copper

Neolith offers 35 different colors 
within six product lines (Colorfeel, 
Fusion, Textil, Iron, Timber & Classtone), 
including eye-catching solid colors, as 
well as designs inspired by different 
natural stones, minerals, industrial 
materials, textiles, steel, wood and 
marble.
The perfect product for virtually 
every residential or commercial 
surface.
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Projects
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